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Bangladesh, WB Group agree to doing business reforms

Bangladesh and the World Bank Group have agreed to extend collaboration in a number of areas, including on

doing business reforms, development of investment policies, enhancement of promotional activities and skills

development to face the 4th industrial revolution. Both the sides also agreed to developing institutional capacity

of the Bangladesh Investment Development Authority (BIDA), introduction of risk-based management and

implementation of bet one-stop service. The decisions came during the visit of Prime Minister’s Private Industry

and Investment Adviser Salman F Rahman to Washington from November 12-16. Salman attended important

meetings and programmes at the World Bank Group’s headquarters in Washington, said a press release. During

the meetings, the PM’s Adviser explained in details different aspects of the remarkable progress made so far by

Bangladesh under the dynamic leadership of Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina. Salman also urged the World Bank

Group to support Bangladesh in this journey.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/223933

Tax fair logs Tk 1,064cr in first three days

The National Board of Revenue (NBR) logged Tk 1,064 crore in collections in the first three days of its weeklong tax

fair as an increasing number of taxpayers turned up to complete tax related formalities. The amount was around 5

percent higher than the Tk 1,014 crore of the same period a year ago, according to an NBR statement. Similarly,

income tax return submissions surged 20 percent to 2.21 lakh. Attendee figures were also higher this year. The fair

is in its 10th edition in providing assistance to individual taxpayers for completing tax-related formalities and

creating a tax culture in the country where evasion and avoidance are said to be very high. Apart from all the

divisional cities, 56 district towns and 56 upazilas are witnessing the fair. In Dhaka and Chattogram, the event is

ongoing at Officer’s Club and at GEC Convention Centre respectively from 9:00am to 5:00pm.  
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Deposits dominate agent banking

Rural clients of agent banking are missing out on its benefits as loan disbursement amounted to less than 5

percent of the deposits collected as of September this year, highlighting lenders’ preference for deposit only. 

Banks attracted Tk 6,169 crore in deposits as of September, up from Tk 2,577 crore in the same period a year

earlier, according to Bangladesh Bank data. However, only Tk 306 crore was lent, although it is a twofold rise

compared to the Tk 150 crore given out a year ago. Bankers apprehend that this imbalance created by banks

would adversely affect the rural economy in the long run.  Though the jump in lending is stunning, the trend is not

good in context to the deposits mobilised, said a central bank official. “We earlier attained tremendous growth in

agent banking as this has the potential to give a boost to financial inclusion and make the rural economy vibrant,”

he said. But it is time to analyse the actual benefits rural clients are deriving from the window, he said.
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Kamal eyes large Japanese investment

Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal on Saturday hoped that the Japanese investors, including their large

companies, would come up with investments in Bangladesh in a bigger way in the coming years. "We're looking

forward to them (Japanese investors) for making future investments in Bangladesh as very big investment will

come up from Japan," he said, reports BSS. The Finance Minister was briefing reporters after a big delegation of

Japanese investors, including representatives from Japanese large companies, held a meeting with Kamal and

concerned government secretaries at the NEC Conference Room in the city's Sher-e-Bangla Nagar. Japanese

ambassador to Dhaka Naoki Ito led the Japanese delegation. Mentioning that Japan is a time-tested friend of

Bangladesh, Kamal said, "They (Japan) are with us since our inception (after the war of liberation) and now they

will be with us eternally and this is our belief. 

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/kamal-eyes-large-japanese-investment-

1573916338

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/deposits-dominate-agent-banking-1828099

Off-seasonal scarcity drives rice price up

Prices of different rice varieties remain static at the retail level in the city even after an increase of Tk 4.0-Tk 6.0

per kilogramme a week ago, said traders and millers. The off-seasonal supply shortage has pushed up the price,

they said. They said the decrease in the supply of Boro paddy and the government's announcement of procuring

large amount of Aman paddy and rice are the reasons behind the sudden price hike. However, they said price may

come down after the arrival of Aman paddy as harvesting has started since early this month and will peak over the

next two weeks. Talking to the FE, Mohammad Asadullah, joint secretary of the Badamtoli-Babubazar Rice

Wholesalers Association said, "The price of rice has increased by Tk 50 to Tk 100 (per 50 kg sack) at the wholesale

level during the last two weeks and the price hasn't increased in the last two-three days."
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International credit cardholders will face trouble in settling online transactions abroad as they will have to take

prior approval from banks for every cross-boundary payment. The central bank asked commercial banks on

November 14 to take online transaction authorisation form (OTAF) from clients for every foreign payment in order

to tackle illegitimate online transaction. This has forced the Bangladesh Association of Software and Information

Services (BASIS), the national trade body for software and IT-enabled service industry, to sit with the central bank

today to withdraw the notice. “I know no country in the world that follows this rule. This will bring huge woes to

clients in settling their cross-boundary payments,” said Syed Almas Kabir, president of BASIS. The Association of

Bankers, Bangladesh (ABB), the forum of private commercial banks, will also take preparations to sit with the

central bank on this matter as this is highly tough for clients to submit OTAF for every transaction, said its

Chairman Syed Mahbubur Rahman. “For instance, many clients have to make a number of foreign transactions per

day. And they will have to send OTAF for every transaction.”

ব্যাংকের বনু্ধ নয় ‘দেশবনু্ধ’

উপমহাদেদের প্রথম চিচিকল ‘দেেবনু্ধ সুগার চমল’ দবসরকাচর খাদে দেদে দেয়া হয় ২০০২ সাদল। চকদি দিি কুচে

গ্রাদমর িাদগশ্বরীর দগালাম দমাস্তফা। ১৯৩২ সাদল প্রচেষ্ঠিে চিচিকলষ্ঠিদকই বে হওয়ার চসিঁচে বািাি চেচি।দেেবনু্ধ সু

গার চমদলর যন্ত্রপাচে ও কািঁিামাল আমোচির জিয চবচিন্ন বযাাংদক এলচস দখাদলি দগালাম দমাস্তফা। আমোিীকৃে অ

পচরদোচিে চিচি পচরদোিদির পর বাজাদর চবক্রি হয়। চকন্তু বযাাংদকর এলচস োয় আর পচরদোি হয় িা। এিাদব এদক

র পর এক িিফাদেড ঋণ ফাদেড হদয়দে। চিচি দথদক এ বযবসায়ী বযবসা সম্প্রসারণ কদরদেি পচলমার, চসদমন্ট, চে

প মযাদিজদমন্ট, আবাসি, রাইস চমল, দিক্সিাইল, দসাদয়িার, ফুড অযাে দবিাদরজসহ চবচিন্ন খাদে। গদে েুদলদেি 

এক ডজদির দবচে দকাম্পাচি। দবদেদে বযাাংকঋদণর অাংকও। িলচে বেদরর জিু দেদে দেেবনু্ধ গরুদপর কাদে বযাাং

কঋদণর পচরমাণ ো িঁচেদয়দে প্রায় ৩ হাজার দকাষ্ঠি িাকা। গরুপষ্ঠির সামদথ যযর দিদয় দবচে মাত্রার এ সম্প্রসারণ চবপদে 

দফদলদে এক ডজি বযাাংক ও আচথ যক প্রচেিািদক।দেেবনু্ধ গরুদপর প্রায় সব ঋণই চবচিন্ন সমদয় দখলাচপ হদয়দে। 

দকাদিা দকাদিা বযাাংদকর ঋণ িারপা িঁিবারও পুিঃেফচসল করা হদয়দে।
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Online foreign card transactions face roadblock

http://bonikbarta.net/home/news_description/210938/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0

%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%95%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-

%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A7%E0%A7%81-%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%9F-

Trading of Treasury bond by Dec likely

The securities regulator and the central bank are set to launch Treasury bond trading on the Dhaka Stock

Exchange, or DSE, shortly to help make the secondary debt market vibrant. Officials of the Bangladesh Bank (BB),

the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) and the DSE sit today (Sunday) to work out plans to

activate the transactions of treasury bonds. "Our platform is almost ready to start the transactions of the Treasury

bond. We want to activate the transactions within the two months supported by the central bank," a DSE official

said. He said in the meeting, they would determine the roles of three organisations along with addressing the

complexities of the transactions of the Treasury bonds. The tripartite move came after a recent instruction from

the ministry of finance and an appeal made earlier by the premier bourse DSE. Meanwhile, the officials of the

central bank, the Commission and the DSE held a meeting on Wednesday at the BSEC office to this end.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/trading-of-treasury-bond-by-dec-likely-

1573921712
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Earnings of many textile cos down

The EPS (earnings per share) of majority number of listed textile companies declined while some eight others

incurred loss in the last fiscal year (FY) compared to previous FY. On the other hand, some 10 companies were

downgraded to `Z' category in different times for not recommending dividend or not holding annual general

meeting (AGM). In another development, shares of 16 companies dipped below their face value on the stock

exchanges following investors' less participation. Many listed textile companies failed to perform as per investors'

expectation despite the country's RMG sector posted over 11 per cent growth in exports in the FY 2019. According

to market insiders, many textile companies are selling items at prices lower than the production costs. Asif

Moyeen, managing director of Far East Knitting & Dyeing Industries, said the profits of textile companies are

continuously declining due to the competition of manufacturing products at lowest prices. "The export volume

increased but the profit declined following the price war among the companies for manufacturing goods at the

lowest price.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/earnings-of-many-textile-cos-down-

1573917734

Int’l consultant for second satellite soon: BCSCL

Bangladesh Communication Satellite Company Limited was going to appoint an international consultant to finalise

the nature of the country’s second satellite, Bangabandhu-2, by conducting a feasibility study. BCSCL chairman

Shahjahan Mahmood said that Bangabanhdu-2 would definitely be a hybrid satellite, but the issue would be

finalised after getting feedback from the consultant. He said that they would publish an advertisement to appoint

the consultant immediately. ‘We would allow the consultant a maximum of three to four months to submit the

study report,’ he added. BCSCL had taken the initiative to build the second satellite after the successful launch of

the country’s first communication satellite, Bangabandhu-1, last year, as the government had promised to launch

the second one within its tenure by 2023. BCSCL said that as the first satellite was a geo-stationary communication

satellite, the second one would be a hybrid satellite which can support weather forecast and surveillance along

with other activities.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90825/intl-consultant-for-second-satellite-soon-bcscl
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Japan wants cuts in bike registration fees

Japan has come up with more than two dozen proposals, including tax benefits and a cut in motorcycle

registration fee, as it looks to boost its investment in Bangladesh. On behalf of the businesses, Japanese

Ambassador Naoki Ito shared the proposals at a meeting with Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal at National

Economic Council in Dhaka yesterday. After the meeting, Ito told reporters, “We have raised some issues to

increase Japanese investment. I think these issues will be addressed. We are looking for some solutions to expand

business here.” “Our hope is to expand business in Bangladesh which will bring very positive outcome for the

economy of Bangladesh,” the Japanese ambassador said. He said if the investment climate for business improves,

foreign investment, including those from Japanese companies, will receive a boost. The Japanese team requested

the government to review the Motor Cycle Policy 2018 and lower the registration fees to 8 percent.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/japan-wants-cuts-bike-registration-fees-1828096

Huawei Mobile Services strengthens footprint in APAC market

Huawei Mobile Services (HMS) is set to reinforce its position in developing HUAWEI Ecosystem - an all-scenario,

fully-connected smart living. At the APAC HUAWEI Developer Day, HMS revealed a wide range of developer

incentive programmes and open capabilities, showing its determination in growing quality content on the

platform. At the same time, it also introduced new services and user benefits in the APAC market to further

enhance the user experience. HMS is now servicing the global market with HUAWEI AppGallery, HUAWEI ID,

HUAWEI Themes, HUAWEI Assistant, HUAWEI Mobile Cloud and more. To date, it covers more than 570 million

global users across 170 countries and regions, said a statement. "Huawei Mobile Services is growing steadily

worldwide. For example, HUAWEI AppGallery started its global service since April 2018, while in less than two

years, we have already garnered more than 390 million average monthly active users (MAU) with total downloads

of 180 billion times yearly," said Zhang Ping'an, President, Huawei Consumer Cloud Service.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/huawei-mobile-services-strengthens-

footprint-in-apac-market-1573918164

India telecom rivals see wild share swings after record losses

Shares in Indian telecom giants Vodafone Idea and Bharti Airtel went through wild swings yesterday, initially

sinking more than ten per cent at the open, after the British joint venture reported the worst quarterly loss in

Indian corporate history. Vodafone Idea reported a net loss late Thursday of 509 billion rupees ($7.1 billion) in July-

September as it factored in a $4 billion bill levied by Indian authorities. India’s Supreme Court last month ordered

telecom firms to pay a combined 920 billion rupees in spectrum and licensing fees — a ruling that hit Vodafone

Idea the hardest. The company’s shares recovered after the initial plunge, edging up four per cent from its

Thursday closing price. Vodafone Idea and Bharti Airtel, another major operator told to pay $3 billion, have

warned that the ruling will exacerbate the beleaguered telecom sector’s financial woes. Bharti Airtel announced

quarterly losses of 230 billion rupees on Thursday, but gained six per cent in morning trade yesterday.
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